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Abstract
Being the most universal algorithmic tool in investigating and solving systems
of multivariate polynomial systems over finite fields, Gröbner Bases, along with the
characteristic set method [1], revealed in the first decade of the 21st century their
practicality in algebraic cryptanalysis (see [2, 3, 4] and references therein).
The main topic of this talk is Involutive Bases [5] whose origin goes back to the
algebraic analysis of systems of partial differential equations [6]. Whereas Gröbner
Bases are defined and algorithmically characterized in terms of the conventional
monomial division, Involutive Bases are based on the concept of involutive monomial
division which is a certain restriction of the conventional division. Due to this
restriction an Involutive Basis is generally a superset of the Gröbner Basis, and the
latter can be extracted from the former without any extra computation costs [5].
Important features of the Involutive Basis approach is uniqueness of the reduction
process and weak dependence on the criteria for detection of useless reductions.
Two specific Involutive Bases called after French mathematicians Janet and Pommaret are to be discussed in details and their application to Boolean multivariate
polynomial systems (i.e. over F2 ) is to be considered. Although, Janet and Pommaret divisions are distinct, both involutive bases are identical [7]. Unlike any other
known algorithmic methods, Boolean Pommaret/Janet Bases, and hence Boolean
Gröbner bases can be constructed [8] directly in the underlying Boolean ring without
extension of the initial set of Boolean polynomials with quadratic field binomials.
Another attractive feature of Boolean Involutive Bases is their suitability for the
counting variant for Boolean polynomials (#SAT) which is #P−complete. This
makes these bases appropriate for simulation of quantum computation on a classical
computer. Thus for a quantum circuit built out of the three-qubit Toffoli and onequbit Hadamard gates, which form a universal gate basis, construction of the circuit
unitary matrix fully defining quantum computation is reduced to counting solutions
to systems of Boolean polynomials [9].
In the talk we give the cardinality bounds for Boolean Gröbner and also for
Janet/Pommaret Bases and explicit formula for the Hilbert function of an ideal in a
Boolean ring in terms of the Involutive Basis of the ideal. The current implementation of involutive algorithms for Boolean rings will be illustrated by some standard
SAT benchmarks [10] and compared with PolyBoRi 0.6.1 [11] and FGb 1.46 for
Maple [12].
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